Satellite dish with 300 TV channels ≠ TV stations ≠ program(me)s = shows ≠ (prime time) viewers

to broadcast = to choose ≠ to select = the choice = the selection

Satellite dish with 300 TV channels

ad (vertisement)s = commercials
a short film where a product is shown so that people will buy it.

“This is the news!”

news anchorman / weatherman
report

weather forecast

sports report / live broadcast
to live, one life, two –ves, live on TV

romance, love-stories, soap opera
romantic, heart-breaking, passionate, sweet

documentary, animal film, nature film

(wide)screen

RC (remote control)

TV

TV

exotic, wild
much / lots of information, informative
educational, useful, helpful

quiz, game show
competitive, bloodthirsty, ready for action, aggressive

first prize
winner takes it all
loser has to fall

thriller, action movie, crime, mystery, science fiction
interesting, fascinating, captivating, thrilling, breathtaking
boring, dull, unexciting, dry
terrifying, amusing, enjoyable, pleasurable
funny, hilarious, amusing, comical, humorous, delightful
serious (-minded), grave, solemn

an interesting quiz: [http://www.world-english.org/media_vocabulary.htm](http://www.world-english.org/media_vocabulary.htm)